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UV light stable (above 2000 Lux/W). Available in black, white and cream. Made in Italy. Please write us and we can suggest
you the best use for your shelves. The extensibility of the structure allows maximum modularity in terms of elements, like the

display of shelves, products or lighting. It can be extended to any shape. The dimensions of the structure are variable. The
unique polypropylene, which combines the rigidity of inorganic materials and the durability of organic materials, ensures its
high resistance to strong impacts, and gives it the characteristics of high stability and perfect longevity. The structure can be

connected to other structures thanks to the characteristic integral joints for better application. The advertising solutions for the
structure are the following: Display shelf with lighting. Display shelf without lighting. Pillar with lighting. Pillar without

lighting. Prefabricated solution. Features - Polypropylene (PP) used: this is a strong, light, resistant, homogeneous material that
is extremely sturdy and resistant to all the elements. Thanks to its weight and stability, the material is capable of holding up to

the most demanding impacts. - The structure can be modular, so it can be extended in many different ways. - The structure can
be attached to other structures thanks to the characteristic integral joints. - The choice of the color is made possible to any

design. - The manufacturing of the structure is fast and extremely easy: the assembly can be done in 30 minutes by any
professional, provided that he/she is familiar with the system and its application. - The structure is very light, therefore it is

suitable to applications where the weight is not a problem. - The system is extremely flexible and therefore can be adapted to
any shape and size. - The system is ideal for areas where the weight cannot be compromised. - The solution is versatile, flexible
and adaptable to any place in your warehouse, because the system is also suitable for residential and garden applications. - The
structure can be used both indoors and outdoors. - The structure is extremely durable and maintenance free. - We are the first

and only company in the world to have developed a shelf in this way. - All the systems are delivered in a completely dry state. -
The system is made to last. The stability and rigidity of the structure guarantee the use of
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Additional beacon. Update 1.1.0.0: - Now both lower light spots work. - New clothing map - New dirt map. A game. Farming
Simulator 19. Producer. United Players Network. Game type. Farming Simulator. Platform. PC. Developer. Giants Software.

Publisher. Giants Software. Release date. September 2, 2019 Type of game. Farming Simulator. Platform. PC. Developer.
Giants Software. Publisher. Giants Software. Release date. September 5, 2019 Type of game. Farming Simulator. Platform. PC.

Developer. Giants Software. Publisher. Giants Software. Release date. November 16, 2019 Release date. September 4, 2019
Type of game. Farming Simulator. Platform. PC. fffad4f19a
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